How to get to Drama

The nearest international airport to the city of Drama is Chrisoupoli Airport in Kavala (KVA)
(68km) but there are not many international flights to this airport and there is no direct bus to
Drama. Once in the airport you must get the bus to the city of Kavala and after that, the bus to
Drama.

From Thessaloniki (dist. approx.160 km)
Our suggestion to the pilots is to travel trough the international airport of Thessaloniki (SKG)
160km from Drama there are many international flights to this airport from most European
countries.
Once you are in the airport you can go to the central bus station of Thessaloniki by taxi (cost
~15-20 Euro) or with bus route Nr 78 through the city center and come to Drama by

Car : Car rentals from Thessaloniki airport are possible for those who will decide to stay in
Drama or by the sea (N. Iraklitsa) it is more
easy for the everyday movement.

Bus : The bus ticket from Thessaloniki to Drama costs 13 Euro oneway & 23 Euros two way,
there is a bus every hour starting from 7:30 in the morning, the duration of the travel is
approximately 2 hours.

Information for BUS STATION of Drama (Thessaloniki, Macedonia Bus Station) : tel. +30
2310525131
Train (Not recommended too long time) : You can also use the train to travel from Thessaloniki,
the ticket costs 11,20 Euro intercity train one way & 19,50 Euro intercity train with return, the
duration of the travel is approximately 3.5 hours.

From Athens

Once you are in El. Venizelos international airport (ATH) you can travel to Drama either by Bus
or Train
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Bus : You can use the public bus service (aka KTEL ) to travel from Athens to Drama. The
distance to Drama is 650 km and the duration of the trip is approximately 9 hours. The cost of
the ticket is (51 Euro one way, 75 Euro with return)

Information : Bus terminals in Athens (+30 2105130220) Kifissos bus station

Train (Not recommended too long time) : You can use the Hellenic Railways (aka OSE) to
travel to Drama. The trip duration is about 9.5 hours from Athens. The ticket cost is (44Euro
one-way intercity & 84 with return intercity train)

For more information call +30 210 5240647 (Athens office)

By car

If someone decide to travel to Drama by car he must travel via Italy and catch the ferry from
Bari to Igoumenitsa, from Igoumenitsa to Drama the distance is 450km and the duration of the
trip is around 4 hours as most of the way is on highway (E92 & E90) and at Amfipoli to take the
direction to Drama.

The other option is to travel all the way by car it is better to travel thru highway E70 & E75 until
Thessaloniki after that E90 and at Amfipoli to take the direction to Drama.
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